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Dr Paul Grimes, Commissioner
c/o The Secretariat
Review of Victoria’s Electricity Safety Network
Via email: delwp.secretariat@delwp.vic.gov.au
Dear Dr Grimes,
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the Review of Victoria’s Electricity Network Safety
Framework.
The South East Community Forum provides resident advocacy across a range of issues in the municipalities
of Bayside, Kingston and Frankston. As such, some of our comments relate specifically to United Energy
who service this area.
Earlier this year we started a petition to the Victorian Government seeking a regulatory inquiry into the
electricity industry, covering a variety of issues. The petition has been signed by hundreds of local
residents. While we have only recently found out about your Review of Victoria’s Electricity Network
Safety Framework, we have detailed a range of issues, focusing on five key areas:
1. Increased powers and funding of ESV and EWOV to take a stronger, proactive enforcement of
regulations, standards, guidelines and laws;
2. Enhanced consumer protection mechanisms;
3. Adjusting the balance towards prescription-based regulation in the area of asset management,
while complementing a risk-based approach.
4. Strengthening reporting mechanisms, enabling the Victorian Government to get an accurate,
transparent, 360-degree picture of risks, customer issues and complaints;
5. Specific focus on Information Security, also known as Cyber Security.
Should you require further information please don’t hesitate to contact me on 0423 151 733 or via email:
simon@southeastcommunityforum.com.
Kind regards,

1. Increase Powers to ESV and EWOV
We recommend increasing powers to ESV and EWOV, to take a stronger, proactive enforcement approach
to compliance with regulations, standards (including ISO), guidelines and laws.
The reporting evidence (below) from ESV shows that United Energy has failed to deliver more than half of
its safety programs over many years. This calls into question the effectiveness of a) the framework
governing network safety and b) risk management by energy businesses.
Given the aging and failing assets, failing safety programs and United Energy being recently acquired by
interests in China and the Cayman Islands, we believe the Victorian Government must immediately act and
increase powers to ESV and reform EWOV.
1.1.

ESV

1.1.1 Historical (2014) reporting on United Energy from Energy Safe Victoria.
The following information is from the “Safety Performance Report on Victorian Electricity Networks 2014”
(dated July 2015) http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/SPR-Electricity-2014.pdf
ESV states on page 127 that “United Energy is behind its forecast progress in delivering 12 of the 22
programs originally agreed with the AER.”
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On page 130, ESV provides a conclusion stating:
•

“United Energy’s current condition assessment practice does not appear to be stemming the
upward trend of failures of these assets.”

•

“ESV also expects United Energy to address the lack of data on the material of its crossarm
population (that is, whether crossarms are wood or steel). “

•

“This also raises broader concerns about the state of United Energy’s detailed asset database, a
key input to its condition assessment practice.”

If the Regulator is calling into question the asset database (relied upon as a key information source for risk
management), then this should be cause for concern. In reading the report, it’s not clear as to how the
Regulator enforces compliance with safety obligations with respect to this specific issue.
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Figure 1. A rotten, deteriorated power pole outside a shopping centre on Como Parade, Parkdale.
1.1.2 – Latest (2016) Reporting on United Energy from Energy Safe Victoria
The following information is from the 2016 Safety Performance Report on Victorian Electricity Networks
(document number: DOC/16/16866) available at http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/SPR-Electricity-2016.pdf
In contrast to the previous reporting by ESV, the 2016 reporting has no comments and doesn’t show
percentage complete or the total of safety programs. People reading the document would have to
manually work out:
a) Two thirds of United Energy safety programs have failed (11 met target out of 33).
b) 486 (actual) out of a target of 3000, means that United Energy only completed 16.2% of its program
to replace crossarms (pole to stop fire mitigation).
The report does not make clear what specific compliance and safety obligations are being breached (if any)
by United Energy. It’s also not clear what penalties have been, or could be applied in each case.
If the effectiveness of the safety framework in Victoria was being measured by the performance of United
Energy safety programs, then we believe it would be a catastrophic failure.
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The summary of “Safety programs” on page 74 is alarming and should sound warning bells to both the
Regulators and the Victorian Government. It states:
•

“At the end of the five-year period, only five of the 22 AER-designated safety programs and six of
the eleven United Energy safety programs were completed.”

•

“United Energy has provided a summary report to ESV that offers an unsatisfactory explanation for
the lack of progress on its numerous safety programs.”

•

“Given United Energy failed to deliver against 22 of the 33 safety programs, comments on
individual programs will not be provided herein.”

In other words, United Energy only delivered 33.34% of safety programs.
•

“Either United Energy over-estimated its replacement works during the AER economic review, or did
not effectively manage its safety programs, or faces significant difficulties in forecasting volumes
for future workloads.”

A summary on page 75 states:
“The 2010-2015 regulatory period was completed without United Energy achieving the volumes associated
with its safety program targets. Many of these issues still remain in its network (for instance, only a third of
asbestos pillars in Doncaster have been replaced). ESV is concerned that United Energy believes that these
can now be managed by general condition monitoring and asset inspection without proactively removing
these known risks from its network. ESV will be seeking further consultation with United Energy about its
ongoing commitment to addressing the safety concerns remaining in its network.”
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Looking into the future, we note the preface on page 2 of the ESV document, written by Director of Energy
Safety, Paul Fearon states that “Changes to investment and maintenance practices in response to market
transformation may result in further safety issues.”
Conclusion
The facts are clear and indisputable with the evidence demonstrating that:
•
•
•

United Energy has repeatedly failed over many years to meet the majority of its safety programs;
There is an upward trend of failures and safety risks;
United Energy has offered an unsatisfactory explanation for their lack of progress;

Given what has been reported by ESV, we question how United Energy could possibly meet its obligations
under ESR 2009 for a ‘major electricity company’ to:
“design, construct, operate, maintain and decommission its supply network to minimise the following as
far as practicable:
•
•

hazards and risks to the safety of any person arising from the supply network

hazards and risks of damage to the property of any person arising from the supply network”.

We believe this evidence over many years, constitutes a major, systemic failure with Victoria’s Network
Electricity Safety Framework. As such, we recommend that:
1. ESV needs to be strengthened by way of additional funding enabling ESV to hire more employees in
compliance and enforcement. This would take ESV from being reactive (e.g. reporting on what
United Energy give them to report on) to being a more proactive organisation;
2. The Victorian Government makes changes to legislation with regards to substantially increasing and
enforcing penalty units, ensuring they have a material impact upon the profitability of energy
companies;
3. Introducing new penalties for energy companies that: a) fail to meet safety programs (in the
opinion of ESV) and b) fail to meet their obligations under legislation;
4. Considering new laws to increase public safety and protect consumers from energy companies
trying to shift maintenance costs to consumers;
5. Giving ESV new powers to proactively ensure compliance with laws, regulations and standards, as
opposed to undertaking “desktop audits”.
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1.2. Energy and Water Ombudsman Victoria (EWOV)
EWOV states on its website that it’s “not a consumer advocate” or a “watchdog, regulator or government
body”. It’s been described to us by one electricity company as “a toothless tiger”. The organisation is based
on a Memorandum of Understanding with ESV, over a decade old. https://www.ewov.com.au/files/esvewov-mou-jul-2006.pdf.
The EWOV website at https://www.ewov.com.au/about/binding-decisions states that “No Binding
Decisions have been necessary since 2003”. From the perspective of statistical relevance, you would
expect at least one binding decision in over a decade.
Given this, combined with our experience with EWOV and the evidence provided in this report; we believe
this appears to demonstrate a systemic problem with the overall framework and EWOVs operating
environment, rather than a mature market.
In summary, we believe EWOV is no longer fit for purpose. It’s over a decade old and needs to be
overhauled. We suggest that EWOV should:
a) be a true Ombudsman and consumer advocate;
b) take complaints about any entity, not just members of the EWOV scheme;
c) take complaints about customer contributions to capital works, shifting maintenance costs to
consumers and actions a company is directed to take regarding maintaining security or reliability.
d) have broader powers formalised under legislation;
e) increased enforcement capability;
f) be able to issue tougher penalties that have a material impact on the organisation;
g) publish service levels with regards to handling of complaints internally;
h) publish complaints data with respect to number of days from complaint lodgement to resolution or
closure of complaint;
i) enforce shorter turnaround times with regards to responses from electricity companies;
j) issue penalties (that are not easily absorbed by electricity companies) for late, delayed responses or
responses (in the opinion of EWOV and/or reported by the consumer) that are not in “good faith”;
k) provide timely reporting to the public via its website and ESV;
l) Report back into ESV through to the Minister (per the Ministerial Statements of Expectation);
m) Should form a part of the Electricity Network Safety Framework to “promote customer
protections”. Currently it’s a footnote under ESV per the MOU.
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2. Enhanced Consumer Protection
2.1. Holes in Existing Legislation - ESR 2009, VESI / Blue Book
The following scenario is an opportunity for improvement in Regulation 222 of the Electricity Safety
(Installations) Regulations 2009. The legislation specifies information relating to the lean of a power
pole. It does not mention the location of power pole in relation to an existing boundary.
Real Scenario – Asset Location
A power pole is placed on Council land, very close to a boundary of a single story dwelling, with
power lines running parallel to the boundary. Such powerlines therefore encroach on overhead
space, having the unintended consequence of:
a) The owner of the land not having clearance on their boundary. For example, the owner could
not:
i.
ii.
iii.

put up a ladder on the foothpath outside their house;
put up scaffolding to paint the property;
build a second story.

b) Taking away the utility of the land, as a No Go Zone would not be issued, given the lines would
not have required clearance under ESR 2009.
This is a real scenario that is happening in Parkdale right now. It points to the ineffectiveness of
electrical safety outcomes and is a substantial hole in existing framework and legislation. Given the
increasing population and growth in Victoria, and the State Government “Plan Melbourne”
strategy, it would be appropriate for this review to put forward a recommendation to protect
consumers from inappropriately placed assets.
We propose that where consumers identify that electricity assets have been placed too close to an
existing boundary, that the energy company relocate them at their cost. This is in line with the
Electricity Safety (Management) Regulations 2009 require a ‘major electricity company’ to: “design,
construct, operate, maintain and decommission its supply network to minimise the following as far
as practicable:
•

hazards and risks to the safety of any person arising from the supply network

•

hazards and risks of damage to the property of any person arising from the supply
network”.

By way of example, we have had multiple issues in the municipality of Kingston, relating to failures
in designing, constructing and maintaining assets. All of these are not currently resolved.
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2.2.

Worksafe Victoria

At present, anyone can call WorkSafe and make multiple, false, vexatious complaints, alleging noncompliance in the area of electricity safety. WorkSafe investigators attend the site, which wastes their
time, that could otherwise be spent on legitimate complaints.
We have seen first-hand, WorkSafe investigators who arrive on site and quickly determine there was no
issue, in many cases, no paperwork was filled out and supplied to people on site. While this issue has been
raised with Worksafe, no response has been received.
2.3.

Arrangements Governing Energy Network Businesses

There are a number of loopholes in current arrangements that enable energy network businesses to shift
costs to consumers.
2.3.1 Costs
a) Maintenance costs can be shifted to consumers under the guise of “customer contributions”. i.e.
when an electricity company claims they can put their asset anywhere and if consumers believe its
unsafe and want it moved, they have to pay for it.
b) Compliance costs can also be shifted to consumers under the guise of assessment work. This is
typically outsourced to third-party providers.
Real Scenario
A customer is told that their building is too close to power lines. The electricity business refuses to
provide technical details or specifications to the customer, saying that a third party such as Downer
EDI, must conduct initial assessment and planning.
The electricity business advises that the initial assessment and planning work will incur a charge of
$4,000.00, because it is outside of their normal maintenance work.
This is potentially a breach of the third line force provisions of the Australian Competition and
Consumer Act.
These loopholes must be closed and consumers given clarity around what is and isn’t acceptable business
practice from electricity businesses.
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3. Infrastructure Investment
3.1. Plan Melbourne
The Victorian Government planning strategy, Plan Melbourne defines the future shape of the city and state
of the next 35 years. http://www.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/the-plan
The plan includes:
•
•
•
•

9 principles to guide policies and actions
7 outcomes to strive for in creating a competitive, liveable and sustainable city
32 directions outlining how these outcomes will be achieved
90 policies detailing how these directions will be turned into action

We believe the outcomes of Plan Melbourne should be factored into this review, given it specifically
identifies infrastructure.
3.2.

Adverse impacts to quality, safety, security and reliability.

The following article in the Herald Sun titled “Victoria’s electricity providers push to increase customer
bills” states that energy companies have challenged the Australian Energy Regulator and went to the
Australian Competition Tribunal demanding a cash grab.
“Jemena wants $107.4 million more, Powercor $73.6 million, AusNet Services $70.98 million, United Energy
$66.23 million, and CitiPower $38.9 million.”
“United Energy warned of the need to attract sufficient funds to make required network investments, and
of potential “adverse impacts on the quality, safety, security and reliability of electricity supply to
consumers over the long term”.
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/electricity-providers-push-to-increase-customer-bills/newsstory/c77c10d502322e821d602ec554628444
This article raises a number of issues including concerns over quality, safety, security and reliability. We
believe the statement by United Energy could be interpreted that United Energy cannot currently make
“required network investments”.
The article also raises the question; are energy companies misusing due process via the Australian
Competition Tribunal in order to get “a greater return to their shareholders”? If so, what changes to the
Victorian Framework can be made to insulate, strengthen and support Regulators, so they can mitigate
these risks?
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4. Prescription-based Regulation in Asset Management
Prescription-based asset management could be used at a point in time, to facilitate asset replacement. For
example, a threshold could be triggered in relation to an asset, leading to its replacement.
While energy companies say they are taking a risk-based approach to asset management, this is not clear
to consumers and we believe it’s not shown in the ESV reporting, given the majority of failed safety
projects. It also may not be clear to EWOV, who relies on information sent to them from the energy
business. This may be in the form of an email (as opposed to actual evidence).
With more and more energy businesses being taken over by offshore entities, it’s prudent that additional
risk management, controls, control testing and reporting, is put into place to protect consumers, the
integrity of the network and security of supply.
While regulations are seen as “black and white”, it’s only when something fails, can EWOV take action,
often via a customer complaint.
We believe there should be a prescription-based (common-sense) approach to asset replacement and
maintenance in this regard. Such an approach can complement the existing risk framework and could
decrease the number of actual failures, resulting in a stronger network, with greater security and
availability.
Scenario – Leaning Power Pole
Regulation 222 of the Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations 2009 specifies that a pole must if located
on or near a roadside not lean over the kerb line more than 5 degrees and not lean in any other direction
more than 10 degrees.
Real Scenario
We have recently seen a situation whereby
a pole on a corner of a T intersection, was
measured by United Energy as leaning at 4
degrees.
It was attached to a Maternal Child &
Health & Breast Feeding Support building,
next to a kids playground, with power lines
connected to an aged care facility.
The pole was “deemed to be compliant” by
United Energy, leaving EWOV unable to act.

Figure 2. A leaning power pole on the corner of Como Parade and Herbert St.
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EWOV (not being a consumer advocate) refused to act and ultimately closed the complaint. The pole lean
continued and 11 months later was measured at over 5 degrees (with evidence being provided to EWOV
and United Energy), thus being non-compliant.
United Energy measured the pole again in
2017 and reported it as being 3.5 degrees
(defying the laws of physics and going
backwards). It’s not clear if the pole was
straightened and no evidence was
provided to EWOV to substantiate their
claims.
Given this situation, there should be a
tolerance for +- 1 degree, therefore
enabling EWOV to act on what could be a
dangerous power pole.
Note: As at the time of writing, this issue
has not been resolved.
Figure 3. A leaning power pole on Como
Parade and Herbert St.
Supplementing ESV Recommendations
Page 142 of the “Safety Performance Report on Victorian Electricity Networks 2014” (dated July 2015)
available at http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/SPR-Electricity-2014.pdf states:

We also note the comments on page 143, leading to the total fires nearly doubling. It states:
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It’s clear that the current framework is broken and a more prescriptive approach is needed to ensure
safety, security and availability of the electricity network.
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5. Reporting
5.1. Collated Details of Incidents
We obtained many documents under FOI from ESV. Some of these relate to reporting of incidents, specific
to United Energy. They detail multiple failed assets, with incident reporting documents providing a date,
summary and description such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Overhead power cable has snapped”
“There is a snap between two poles – lying in gutter”
“Crossarm fire”
“Pole fire”
“HVABC Failure”
“Crossarm fire attributed to tracking on a older style HV insulator.”
“Smart Meter Has Caused Small Fire at Apartment Building”
“A HV intermediate crossarm failed due to deterioration on a staked pole”

We believe this reporting should be disclosed to give the public a level of comfort and clarity around
control effectiveness.
Furthermore, disclosing such information would demonstrate the effectiveness of risk management
practices within energy companies. For example, it appears that incidents are collated in an Excel
spreadsheet type of format.

Trends could also be identified over time (e.g.: crossarm fires) and be correlated directly to maintenance
and asset replacement activities.
Figure 4. Deteriorated power pole in Parkdale.
The issue with this specific pole has been reported to
United Energy and we have been told that no action
has been taken to fix it.
Note: the large crack through the pole, underneath
the crossarm.
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5.2. Energy Safe Victoria – Reissue of Statement of Expectations 2016
We note the following document by Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MP located at:
http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Ministers-statement-of-expectations1-July-2016.pdf
5.2.1. Risk based Regulation of Energy Safety.
§

With regards to the statement on page 3; it’s not clear as to how ESV is “prioritising
compliance monitoring and response activities” relating to United Energy “in areas
with a significant risk of harm”.

§

The Minister also stated on page 3 that “I encourage Energy Safe Victoria to continue
to move towards adopting a risk and evidence-based regulatory practice….”
However, the “Safety Performance Report on Victorian Electricity Networks” report
by ESV under “A5 Audit performance” states that their actions were a “desktop
audit”. It’s not clear what evidence was used in this desktop audit. Was the
information supplied by United Energy and independently verified by ESV?

§

In relation to the Electric Line Clearance (G5.2 p77), ESV states that “A total of 437
electricity spans were inspected during the field component of the audit.” Given the
number of electricity spans that United Energy manage, how could 437 be
statistically relevant/significant? Furthermore, how could such a small number of
spans be used to justify adherence to evidence-based regulatory practice or best
practice risk management? It appears that ESV needs additional resources to do
more work in this area.

5.2.2. Assisting Small Business
The Minister specifically makes recommendations in relation to small businesses on page 4.
In reading this, it’s not clear:
a) How ESV is refining and developing appropriate guidance tailored towards the needs of
small business. For example, Figure 1 is outside multiple small businesses in a shopping
strip in Parkdale. How could small businesses get this pole fixed, given the poor
performance of United Energy in relation to safety programs? Would it even get fixed?
b) How are the Ministers requirements cascading down from ESV to companies such as
United Energy?
By way of a further example; an entire shopping centre was closed down in Parkdale by
United Energy after United Energy turned off the electricity to upgrade poles and wires. This
resulted in a loss of one day’s trade for many shops. While some local shops were notified,
there was no notice to the general public or surrounding properties. Given this example, it’s
not clear how is ESV meeting the intent and spirit of this obligation from the Minister.
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5.3.

Ministerial Statement of Expectations (SOE).

The SOE as published on the ESV website states there is a public reporting requirement documenting
complaints received, investigations, compliance actions and enforcement actions. This is provided to the
Minister and published on the ESV website on a quarterly basis.
5.3.1. It appears that the quarterly report to the Minister excludes complaints, investigations and
enforcement actions from the Energy and Water Ombudsman Victoria (EWOV).
Energy Safe Victoria has a Memorandum of Understanding with EWOV published at
https://www.ewov.com.au/files/esv-ewov-mou-jul-2006.pdf. EWOV effectively operates under the
legislative framework encompassing Energy Safe Victoria. The MOU states: “the Ombudsman will
provide reports to ESV concerning complaints received and investigated as they relate to the
mandate of ESV”; “the Ombudsman will refer to ESV, complaints:
•
•
•

that are outside the Ombudsman’s Charter but within ESV’s mandate; or
which may constitute a breach of regulation within the mandate of ESV; or
which raise perceived systemic practices or actions which may constitute a breach of regulations
within the mandate of ESV, or may need to be addressed by way of amendment to these
regulations.”

“the Ombudsman will, prior to the release of its complaints report, provide to ESV advance copies of the
reports or where appropriate, confidential briefings in advance of the publication of those reports;”
“representatives of ESV and the Ombudsman will meet quarterly or as deemed necessary, to discuss
matters of mutual interest, and in particular, the nature of complaints of relevance to ESV’s mandate;”
We recommend streamlining reporting, so the State Government and the public can get a clear picture
of complaints, compliance actions, investigations and enforcement actions from one place. This could
enable the Minister to meet his/her portfolio responsibilities for the Energy Safe Victoria Act 2005, the
Electricity Safety Act 1998.
5.3.2. Correcting public documents.
The published Statement of Expectation at http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/ESV-Statement-Of-Expectations-Reporting-2016-17.pdf contains
hyperlinks to other documents that do not exist, specifically:
•
•

The most recent Statement of Expectations may be found here
ESV’s response to the Statement of Expectations may be found here

We suggest that ESV engage a 3rd party service provider to check for broken links on their web site.
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6. Security
6.1. Information Security
Malicious software (malware) is being used to compromise infrastructure worldwide. We suggest the
framework makes specific reference to Information Security to help drive the right kind of culture and
behaviour, enabling improved network safety outcomes. This could also be achieved through new
initiatives with the safety regulator ESV and/or DELWP.
From a risk perspective, the following are existing issues (security incidents have already occurred) and the
consequences could be extreme. The media has documented many recent cases including:
•

Malware called Stuxnet compromised a Nuclear Plant in Iran in 2010.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stuxnet

•

Malware discovered at a German nuclear power plant in 2016, caused the operator RWE AG to
shut down.
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-nuclearpower-cyber-germany-idUSKCN0XN2OS

•

Also in 2016, two power distribution companies in the Ukraine said hackers hijacked their
systems and cut power to 80,000 people.
https://www.wired.com/2016/01/everything-we-know-about-ukraines-power-plant-hack/

6.2. Critical Infrastructure
The objectives of the safety framework should also take into context that:
a) the electricity and gas network itself is Critical Infrastructure (not just falling under the Victorian
model, but the Federal model) and
b) the network may power Critical Infrastructure (telecommunications, transport systems etc..).
c) parts of the network may run outdated technology e.g.: old SCADA systems that may require
additional investment to protect.
As such, there may be additional requirements (legislative, Information Security controls etc..) that need to
be addressed. We note that both the Victorian and/or Federal Critical Infrastructure Register may not be
complete, as such, it couldn’t be relied on exclusively to make the determination that assets powered by
the electricity and gas network were not critical.
6.3. National Security Risks
Attacks on electricity infrastructure could come from insiders with access to key systems.
While foreign investment is needed, the State Government, Regulators and businesses need a level of
comfort that sufficient controls and reporting is in place to help mitigate these risks and issues.
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In 2016, the South China Morning Post reported that the Australian Government rejected the “sale of the
country’s biggest energy grid, Ausgrid, after they failed to overcome security concerns.” It was stated that
“neither State Grid Corp of China or Hong Kong’s Cheung Kong Infrastructure, the preferred bidders, would
be allowed to seal a deal.” http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2006217/australiaformally-rejects-bids-state-grid-and-cheung-kong
In contrast, the following year of 2017, a takeover of DUET by Cheung Kong Infrastructure was approved by
FIRB. http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/firb-approves-duet-takeover-by-cheungkong-infrastructure/news-story/9595ba731e7f86af4a5c59e1af013b17
It’s also been reported that these assets are held in tax havens such as the Cayman Islands.
http://www.smh.com.au/business/comment-and-analysis/tax-strategies-may-distort-power-sales20150322-1m4w52.html
Given these issues, an assessment of the safety framework should take into consideration detailed
reporting requirements to ensure the security, reliability and safety of supply of electricity.
6.4. Security Reporting to the Regulator
We believe energy businesses should include the following information in their reports to the Regulator on
an annual basis:
a) an undertaking around who has access to critical systems (i.e. security cleared employees on shore
in Australia);
b) evidence of effectiveness of security control testing;
c) independent 3rd party penetrating testing of core networks, applications and systems;
d) independent 3rd party tiger team testing of facilities (physical security);
e) secure coding reviews of energy company websites;
f) security policies and incident response procedures.
It should be made clear, that this is not a “technology issue”, nor solely the responsibility of IT or an ISMS.
It’s an organisational compliance issue that must be taken very seriously at levels of the organisation.
Given the sensitivities of such reports, it’s not expected that detailed results be made public, however the
Regulator could provide assurance to the Victorian Government that these obligations are being met.
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